
  The KENDALS

! The Kendals consists of Council-built rented housing of the 1970s
occupying the higher ground off Kendal Close and Grove, with private
housing of a similar period to the south off Kendal Bank.

! The Kendal Close housing consists of simple, plain terraces of two
storey houses with concrete clad elevations between red brick gable
ends and  low pitch roofs. The terraces run east-west with gardens to
the south, following the contours of the south facing slope. There are,
therefore, significant level differences between the terraces and
some glimpses south across the valley are possible. A  retaining wall
at the head of a parking area off Kendal Close is covered in well-
executed graffiti art.

! There are three culs-de sac into the Kendals from the north, south
and east sides which serve to divide the estate. However there are
footpath links into and through the area which help to unite it. Kendal
Grove leads to an open grassed area central to the estate with some
tree planting. This space has a sense of containment with the three
storey, L-shaped Kendal Carr sheltered apartments on two sides.
Elsewhere, paths run between rear gardens of the terraces on one side
and the front entrances of  parallel terraces on the other.

! The three and two storey Kendal Bank housing, whilst also
rectilinear, has a more informal appearance: the road is more
curvilinear and is a shared pedestrian/vehicle road lined with dense
shrubs and with parking courts off it. These blocks have been built
around the listed Belle Vue House, which also faces Belle Vue Road in
an elevated position. Like Belle Vue House, the new blocks are built in
brick, with a simple design, but without the quality of the original.

! There are some attractive touches to the landscape, with stone sett
rumble strips and parking bays, neatly trimmed hedges and a number
of trees in this area, particularly on the embankment north of Belle
Vue Road east of Belle Vue House. An old stone boundary wall crosses
the site south of the Council-built housing, though some of the stone
is now missing.

Kendal Close from Kendal Grove
plain and slightly ragged grass
planting.

Graffiti art wall, Kendal Close,
provides local colour.
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Kendal Close from Kendal Grove

Kendal Bank. Extensive shrub
planting and minimal road surface
provides a more relaxing
environment

Positive characteristics
" Secluded, no through traffic

" Use of good quality paving
materials in Kendal bank.

" Long distance views from parts of
the estate.

" Graffitti art wall adds colour
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Characteristics of the Area
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